Changes at JSWVE and THANK YOU

Stephen M. Marson, Ph.D., Editor, and Laura Gibson, Ph.D., LCSW, Book Review Editor

We welcome Sonia Salari, Ph.D., from University of Utah to our Manuscript Editorial Board. Dr. Salari is a gerontologist.

A great deal of work goes into each issue of the Journal of Social Work Values and Ethics. All work on our journal is completed by volunteers and no one—including our publisher ASWB—makes a financial profit from the publication. In addition, we have unsung heroes on our editorial board who contribute to the existence of our journal. Because we have a rule that requires our manuscripts to be assessed blindly, I cannot offer public recognition by their names. I thank them! However, I can publicly announce the names of our hard-working copy editors. Their work is not confidential. For their major contributions for the last two issues, I must publicly thank:

- Anthony Bibus
- W. Gilmore
- Veronica L. Hardy
- Roger Ladd
- Eric M Levine
- Alison MacDonald
- Melissa A Schaub
- Laura Smith

Thank you to the book reviewers who contributed their time to this issue. Additionally, I owe Rebecca McCloskey an apology: Her review was inadvertently left out of the last issue. I’m sorry for the oversight, and I appreciate her grace and patience. Following are the book reviewers who have given of their time to read books and write reviews in the last two issues of the journal.

Thank you!

- Ann Callahan
- Maureen Cuevas
- Bishnu Dash
- Elena Delavega
- Charles Garvin
- Joan Groessl
- Veronica Hardy
- Peggy Proudfoot Harman
- Theresa Hayden
- Destiny Hope Higgins
- Larry Hostetter
- Michele Johnston
- J. Porter Lillis
- Rebecca McCloskey
- Ottis Murray
- Elaine Spencer
- MaryAnn Thrush

JSWVE is included on the list of the 20 Best Online Journals and Forums for Social Workers, which can be found at https://mswonlineprograms.org/2012/20-best-online-journals-and-forums-for-social-workers/. JSWVE can only be as good as the members of our editorial boards.